Abstract: The authors study the performance of protograph low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes over two-dimensional (2D) intersymbol interference (ISI) channels in this study. To begin with, the authors propose a modified version of finitelength (FL) extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) algorithm so as to facilitate the convergence analysis of protograph codes. Exploiting the FL-EXIT analyses, the authors observe that the protograph codes optimised for 1D ISI channels, e.g. the 1D-ISI protograph code, cannot maintain their advantages in the 2D-ISI scenarios. To address this problem, the authors develop a simple design scheme for constructing a family of rate-compatible improved protograph (RCIP) codes particularly for 2D-ISI channels, which not only outperform the 1D-ISI protograph code, but also are superior to the regular column-weight-3 code and optimised irregular LDPC codes in terms of the convergence speed and error performance. More importantly, such RCIP codes benefit from relatively lower error-floor as well as linear encoding and fast decoding. Thanks to these advantages, the proposed RCIP codes stand out as better alternatives in comparison with other error-correction codes for ultra-high-density data storage systems.
Introduction
Intersymbol interference (ISI) is one of the major factors that deteriorate the performance of a variety of communication and magnetic recording systems. The conventional one-dimensional magnetic recording (1DMR) systems are usually modelled as partial response (PR) channels, which can be treated as a rate-1 convolutional encoder. Therefore, the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) detector can provide an optimal error rate over such channels [1] . To improve the error performance further under such channels, precoding and error-correction coding (ECC) have been proposed together with turbo equalisation being used at the receiving end [2] [3] [4] . In the turbo equalisation (decoder), the PR channel and ECC are considered as the inner code and outer code as in a turbo code, respectively, such that the constituent detector and decoder at the receiver terminal can exchange their corresponding extrinsic soft information iteratively to enhance the system performance. Specifically, a remarkable coding gain can be achieved by utilising low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes as the ECC [2] . In the past 10 years, the design of encoding and decoding schemes for 1DMR systems has been intensely investigated [5, 6] . Today, the industry has been able to approach the date-storage-density limit of 1DMR systems.
Aiming at increasing the data-storage density beyond 1 Tb/in 2 , bit-patterned media recording, heat-assisted magnetic recording, and 2D magnetic recording (2DMR) have been emerged as new promising technologies [7] . As compared with 1DMR systems, the track pitch in the above-mentioned systems has become smaller, which results in severe inter-track interference (ITI). Along with the ISI, these high-density data storage systems suffer from a 2D interference, which significantly degrades the error performance, so that they should be modelled as 2D-ISI channels [8] . Motivated by the superiority of data-storage density, large attention has been turned to 2D-ISI channels. The symmetric information rate (SIR) and the error performance of such channels have been thoroughly analysed in [9] [10] [11] [12] . Parallel with the information-theoretical advancements, several sub-optimal detecting algorithms have been developed so as to reduce the complexity of BCJR detector without sacrificing much performance, e.g. the iterative rowcolumn soft decision feedback algorithm (IRCSDFA) [13] and reduced-state BCJR algorithm [14] . With the employment of Gaussian approximation (GA) approach, the dimension of ISI trellis in a 2D-ISI channel can be reduced, and hence the corresponding channel is simplified to a 1D-ISI channel. In such a framework, the original IRCSDFA combined with a 1D-BCJR algorithm, i.e. GA-IRCSDFA-BCJR algorithm, has been proposed to recover the input data more efficiently [15] .
Nevertheless, the error performance of 2DMR systems is not excellent enough to satisfy the requirement of practical applications. In order to overcome this weakness, ECCs and joint iterative decoders (i.e. turbo decoders) have been applied and optimised in 2D-ISI channels [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . For example, the binary/ non-binary LDPC codes have been designed to achieve SIR-approaching error performance with two different turbo decoders, which involve a symbol-based BCJR (inner) detector [18] and a GA-IRCSDFA-BCJR detector [19] , respectively. Furthermore, the turbo decoder has been improved so as to significantly reduce the complexity [20] and enhance the anti-ISI capability [21] . As can be seen, the best-performing irregular LDPC codes in [18, 19, 22] possess too many degree-2 variable nodes (VNs) and thus may suffer from two drawbacksnon-linear encoding complexity and relatively higher error floor. To deal with the above-mentioned problem, several types of structured LDPC codes that exhibit the linear-minimum-distance property have been proposed. It has been demonstrated that LDPC codes that have minimum distance growing linearly with the codeword length (i.e. linear-minimum-distance property) possess lower error floors as compared with their counterparts that do not show this property [23, 24] . Among all the structured LDPC codes, the protograph (LDPC) codes have attained most attention since they achieve capacity-approaching performance as well as linear encoding and fast decoding [25] . Owing to the aforementioned advantages, protograph codes have been extensively used in a myriad of communication systems, e.g. deep-space communication systems [26, 27] , wireless communication systems [28] , and data storage systems [5, 29] .
To the best of our knowledge, the performance of protograph codes over 2D-ISI channels remains unexplored thus far, there are still substantial problems worth discussing. In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive investigation on the design and analysis of protograph codes in such challenging transmission environments. First, we extend the finite-length (FL) extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) algorithm for accurately analysing the convergence performance of protograph codes. The results suggest that the optimised protograph codes for 1D-ISI channels (e.g. the 1D-ISI protograph code) are inferior to the regular column-weight-3 (CW-3) code [30] , and hence may not be applicable to 2D-ISI channels directly. To overcome the disadvantage, we further propose a simple design approach so as to construct a family of rate-compatible improved protograph (RCIP) codes with various code rates ranging from 1/2 to 1 − ζ (ζ is an arbitrarily small positive value). The theoretical analyses and simulated results illustrate that the proposed high-rate RCIP codes possess both larger decoding tunnels and better performance as compared with the 1D-ISI protograph code, regular CW-3 code, and optimised irregular LDPC codes, especially in the high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) region. Accordingly, the RCIP codes that benefit from the low complexity, excellent performance, and linear-minimum-distance property appear to be very good candidates for use in ultra-high-density magnetic recoding systems.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the system model and basic principles. The modified FL-EXIT algorithm and decoding tunnel are elaborated in Section 3, while the detailed analyses and design of protograph codes are carried out in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 6, we present the simulation results and give the concluding remarks, respectively.
System model
In 2DMR systems, each bit suffers from not only the ISI in the down-track direction but also the ITI in the cross-track direction. Therefore, the channel-impulse-response (CIR) matrix can be expressed by
where k s and k t denote the numbers of magnetic islands that the read head senses in the cross-track and down-track directions, respectively. In practice, the ITI is mainly resulted from the adjacent track on each side of the primary track and the ITI from non-adjacent tracks can be ignored [20] , which leads to a H matrix with k s = 3. In this paper, we focus our attention on the scenario with k s = 3 and k t = 3, which is commonly utilised in a myriad of 2DMR research [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Furthermore, if the read head partially spans the outer tracks, the CIR matrix is yielded as
Unless otherwise mentioned, we assume that the recording density of the 2DMR system is 4 Tb/in 2 [15, 17, 18] , for which the CIR matrix is reduced to 
The system model of the protograph codes over a 2D-ISI channel is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Referring to this figure, the information bits (info bits) of length K are first encoded exploiting the binary protograph code of length N. Subsequently, the coded bits v l,j ∈ {0, 1} are modulated into x l,j = (−1) v l,j ∈ {+1, −1}, which will be distributed in an array of size L m × L n . The readback signal corresponding to the jth modulated bit of the lth track can be described as
where
is the element in the sth row and tth column of the CIR matrix H of size k s × k t ; n l,j N (0, s 2 n ) denotes additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance s 2 n = N 0 /2, and N 0 denotes the noise power-spectral density. We assume that
At the receiver, a joint iterative decoding scheme (turbo equalisation) is exploited to retrieve the original data bits, in which the inner detector is implemented by the symbol-based BCJR [1] or GA-IRCSDFA-BCJR algorithms [15] while the outer decoder is performed by the belief propagation algorithm (BP) [31, 32] . Note that we do not consider the written-in error and the interleaver in our system. The SNR per information bit, i.e. E b /N 0 , is defined as
where E s /N 0 is the SNR per symbol.
3 Modified FL-EXIT algorithm for protograph codes
Background and validation
EXIT chart ('EXIT chart' will be used instead of 'infinite-length (IL) EXIT chart' in the remainder of this paper for simplicity.) can be used to evaluate the asymptotic convergence behaviour of iterative decoders via tracing the extrinsic mutual information (MI) [31] [32] [33] [34] . As an asymptotically analytical method, EXIT chart offers an effective way to predict the convergence and error performance of sufficiently long codewords. Unfortunately, for the scenarios of short/moderate codeword length, this analytical tool can no longer work so well because the typicality and ergodicity properties do not hold [35] [36] [37] . In order to overcome the drawback of EXIT chart, FL analyses have been introduced [5, [35] [36] [37] [38] . In particular, two novel FL-EXIT algorithms have been proposed to determine the convergence performance of protograph codes in PR channels [5] and the protograph-based joint channel-and-physical-layer-network coding schemes in ergodic fading channels [37] , respectively. Distinguished from the IL-EXIT analysis, its FL counterpart admits that the channel ergodicity and the concentration rule may not retain for short or moderate codeword length [36] . Instead of a single EXIT curve, the FL-EXIT algorithm exploits a set of EXIT curves (called as EXIT band) to characterise a component code, all of which are attained through Monte Carlo simulation on FL codewords. As a result, the FL-EXIT chart is considered as a more accurate analysis tool for short/moderate codeword length with respect to the IL ones.
Recently, two modified EXIT algorithms have been developed to optimise coded and uncoded 2D-ISI channels, respectively [18, 39] . Nevertheless, the algorithm in [18] is not suitable for protograph codes due to the following reasons:
(i) Degree-1 VNs and punctured VNs may exist in the protograph codes. However, the EXIT algorithm in [18] is described based on the degree-distribution pair of LDPC codes, in which degree-1 VNs are not allowed and punctured VNs cannot be identified.
(ii) Some protograph codes that share the same degree-distribution pair may have different protograph structures. For such a scenario, these protograph codes exhibit different convergence behaviours. Yet, the conventional EXIT algorithm [18] cannot distinguish the difference among the aforementioned codes.
(iii) For FL codewords, the conventional EXIT algorithm cannot characterise the corresponding convergence performance accurately.
Consequently, we propose a modified version of FL-EXIT algorithm for protograph codes based on [36] , which takes into consideration the different edge-connection properties. To facilitate the description of the algorithm, we first define some new notations. † L A,IO/OI (l, j) (L E,IO/OI (l, j)) denotes the input a-priori (output extrinsic) log-likelihood-ratio (LLR) of the coded bit v l,j flowing from the inner detector to outer decoder/flowing from the outer detector to inner decoder. † I A,IO/OI (I E,IO/OI ) denotes the average a-priori (extrinsic) MI between the coded bit v l,j and its corresponding input a-priori
In the concatenated system, the 2D-ISI channel is treated as the inner code, which is not a binary linear code. More precisely, it has binary-input and real-valued output. For this reason, one should first justify the validity of the FL-EXIT algorithm in this memory channel prior to using it. Specifically, the precondition of the usage of such an algorithm is that the extrinsic LLRs output from each soft-input soft-output detector/decoder approximately follow a symmetric Gaussian (SG) distribution. As a validation of this precondition, we compare the actual probability density functions (PDFs) of LLRs output from a BCJR detector (i.e. f(L E,IO (l, j))) and the standard SG distribution N (m t , 2m t ), where m t = E[L E,IO (l, j)|v l,j = t], and t [ {0, 1}. Assuming the 1D-ISI protograph code [29] with a code rate R = 7/8 and length N = 4800, Fig. 2 presents the corresponding PDFs of L E,IO (l, j) and N (m t , 2m t ) over a 2D-ISI channel with E b /N 0 = 4.4 dB. It indicates that the PDF of L E,IO (l, j) is approximately consistent with that of N (m t , 2m t ) for a fixed t. Simulations have also been performed on other CIR matrices, protograph codes, SNRs, and similar observations are obtained. Hence, the FL-EXIT algorithm can be used for analysing our system. Remark: In this paper, we measure the consistency between the actual PDF of L E,IO (l, j) and SG distribution N (m t , 2m t ) by comparing their corresponding shapes, as in [5, 36] .
Modified FL-EXIT algorithm
On the basis of the SG assumption, the standard deviation of the (input) a-priori LLR sequence {L A,Θ (l, j)} of a detector/decoder can be calculated as [32] 
where Θ ∈ {IO, OI}, I A,Θ is the average MI corresponding to {L A,Θ (l, j)}, η 1 = 1.09542, η 2 = 0.214217, η 3 = 2.33737, η 4 = −0.706692, η 5 = 0.386013, and η 6 = 1.75017.
Afterwards, we can evaluate the a-priori LLR of a detector/ decoder corresponding to v l,j as
where n L,l,j N (0, s 2 A,Q ) is the Gaussian-distributed random variable.
Without loss of generality, we define the average extrinsic MI output from the inner detector/outer decoder utilising the actual PDF of the corresponding LLR sequence, as
where f E,Θ (j|X = t) is the conditional PDF of LLR sequence {L E,Θ (l, j)} given X = (−1) vl, j = t ∈ {+1, −1}. On the basis of the aforementioned knowledge, for a fixed E b /N 0 , we can plot the EXIT bands output from the inner detector and outer decoder, respectively, by means of calculating their corresponding extrinsic MIs. Each EXIT band is composed of an expected EXIT curve, an upper-bound curve, and a lower-bound curve. The detailed steps of the modified FL-EXIT algorithm are described as follows. † Calculating the extrinsic MI output from the inner detector (i) Randomly generate a sequence of information bits {s j } and encode them by a protograph code of length N, denoted as {v
The BPSK-modulated sequence {x l,j } is readily formed using x l,j = (−1) v l,j . Next, for l = 1, 2, …, L m and j = 1, 2, …, L n , the channel initial LLR sequence {L ch (l, j)} is computed by exploiting the received signals of the 2D-ISI channel.
(ii) For a given a-priori MI I A,IO ∈ [0, 1], the standard derivation σ A,IO of the a-priori LLRs is easily obtained utilising (6) . With the help of σ A,IO , one can further generate a Gaussian-distributed LLR sequence {L A,IO (l, j)} of length N exploiting (7). 
,IO (l, j)} of length N. In particular, the relationship among these three variables can be formulated as
where T inner (·) is used to describe the behaviour of LLR-message processor of the inner detector.
(iv) On the basis of {L E,IO (l, j)}, the conditional PDF f E,IO (j|X = t) can be estimated via Monte Carlo histogram, where t ∈ {+1, −1}. Afterwards, the average extrinsic MI I E,IO corresponding to {L E,IO (l, j)} is measured using (8) .
(v) Repeat steps i)-iv) so as to obtain a sufficient set of I E,IO values. We denote the resultant MI set as I E,IO = (I Likewise, the outer decoder can be processed similarly so as to obtain the corresponding EXIT band. To be specific, the relationship between the a-priori LLR I A,OI and its corresponding extrinsic LLR I E,OI is represented by
where T outer (·) is used to describe the behaviour of LLR-message processor of the outer decoder. As described in Section 2, the outer decoder is implemented by the BP algorithm, whose performance is determined by the structure of protograph (i.e. base matrix) (For a given protograph, the types of VNs are specified only by its corresponding base matrix.) [27] . Thereby, the value of L E,OI (l, j) varies for different protographs codes, which leads to different PDFs f E,OI (j|X = t).
On the basis of the sequence {L E,OI (l, j)}, the mean and variance of the extrinsic MI, i.e. Remarks: † To ensure the accuracy of the FL-EXIT algorithm, Q should be set to a sufficiently large positive integer. In this paper, we assume that Q = 5 × 10 4 . † The EXIT band of the inner detector is dependent on the E b /N 0 and the CIR matrix H, but is independent of the type of code. † The EXIT band of the outer decoder is only determined by the type of code. † As compared with the density-evolution-based algorithm [18, 27] , the EXIT-based methods reduce much computation complexity in analysing the convergence performance without sacrificing the accuracy. † The modified FL-EXIT algorithm can be applicable to not only protograph codes but also other types of ECCs, e.g. conventional LDPC codes [16, 17] .
Decoding tunnel
Utilising the modified FL-EXIT chart, one can easily identify whether the joint decoder converges successfully or not, and compare the convergence speeds among different ECCs. In detail, the joint decoder can converge successfully with an arbitrarily high probability if the two EXIT bands do not have any overlapping region until their extrinsic MIs reach one. Moreover, for a codeword that converges successfully, we define the decoding tunnel as the region between the expected EXIT curve of the inner detector and that of the outer decoder, expressed as
is the inverse function of E[I E,OI ] = G(I A,OI ), and Γ( · ) is used to describe the behaviour of MI processor of the outer decoder. Given fixed E b /N 0 , R, and N, the protograph code having a larger decoding tunnel should accomplish relatively faster convergence speed and better error performance [5, 36, 37] .
Analysis and design of protograph codes
A protograph is a Tanner graph with a relatively small number of nodes [25] . A protograph G = (V , C, E) comprises of three sets V, C, and E, which correspond to N P VNs, M P check nodes (CNs), and the associated edges, respectively. Each edge e i,j [ E connects a VN v j [ V to a CN c i [ C. Unlike conventional Tanner graph, parallel edges are allowed in a protograph. The protograph can also be represented by an M P × N P base matrix B = (b i,j ), where b i,j denotes the number of edges connecting v j to c i . The derived graph of size M × N, which corresponds to a rate-R protograph code, can be obtained by performing Q times of 'copy-and-permute' operations on a protograph, where M = QM P , N = QN P , and R = (N − M)/N. In this paper, we mainly restrict ourselves to the unpunctured protograph codes as in [28, 29, 40] . Aiming at matching with the high-code-rate requirement for magnetic recoding systems, we assume two different scenarios: (i) R = 7/8; N = 4800, E b /N 0 = 4.4dB; and (ii) R = 8/9, N = 4860, E b /N 0 = 4.6 dB (a higher SNR E b /N 0 = 4.6 dB is assumed in scenario 2 since most LDPC codes with a code rate R = 8/9 may not perform well when E b /N 0 = 4.4 dB.). Note that the maximum number of BP iterations for both scenarios is set to T BP,max = 30.
Analysis of existing protograph codes
To begin with, we investigate the convergence performance of the 1D-ISI protograph code over 2D-ISI channels. The base matrix of a rate-1/2 1D-ISI protograph code is written as [29] 
The high-rate 1D-ISI protograph can be constructed by adding more columns (i.e. VNs) into the base matrix (12) . For instance, the rate-7/ 8 1D-ISI protograph is obtained by using computer search, whose base matrix is given as (see (13) 
Since the design in [29] has only considered the 1D interference rather than the 2D interference (i.e. ISI and ITI), the 1D-ISI protograph code may lose its advantages (e.g. good convergence and error performance) in the 2D-ISI scenarios.
For measuring the performance of 1D-ISI protograph code, the regular CW-3 LDPC code [30] , which has shown desirable error performance over 2D-ISI channels [15, 17] , is considered as a benchmark. Fig. 3 plots the EXIT bands of these two codes with a code rate R = 7/8 (scenario 1) in a 2D-ISI channel. As can been seen, the 1D-ISI protograph code, which converges very fast in the 1D-ISI channels, possesses a relatively narrower decoding tunnel as compared with the regular CW-3 code. In other words, it is expected to be inferior to the regular CW-3 LDPC code in terms of convergence and error performance. More importantly, the EXIT band of the outer decoder corresponding to the 1D-ISI protograph code slightly overlaps with that of the inner detector when I A,IO ∈ [0.9, 1.0]. Besides, we have tested the punctured improved accumulate-repeat-accumulate codes in [5] over 2D-ISI channels and have also observed these codes converge slower than the regular CW-3 code in the context of 2D-ISI. As a result, the protograph codes designed particularly for 1D-ISI channels may be not suitable for 2D-ISI applications and hence need to be re-designed (It should be noted that this conjecture only holds for the protograph codes designed particularly for 1D-ISI channels.).
Design of RCIP codes
In AWGN and 1D-ISI channels, most research effort has been made to design a rate-1/2 excellent protograph code initially, such as the accumulate-repeat-3-accumulate (AR3A) code, accumulate-repeat-by-4-jagged-accumulate code, 1D-ISI protograph code, and afterwards the corresponding designs have been extended for achieving rate-compatibility (i.e. high code-rate) [5, 26, 27, 29] . Likewise, we also adopt such a methodology to conduct the design of RCIP codes here.
Assuming a rate-1/2 protograph code corresponding to a 3 × 6 base matrix, we first fix one smallest-degree VN {i.e. degree-2 VN [as we focus our attention on the unpunctured protograph codes in this paper, there is no precoding structure (i.e. degree-1 VN) in the considered codes.]} and one degree-4 VN, and promptly get the initialised base matrix as 
Since linear-minimum-distance property of the protograph codes is very sensitive to the proportion of degree-2 VNs [5, 26] , one should limit the fraction of degree-2 VNs (the fraction of degree-d ω (ω = 1, 2, …) VNs is defined as the fraction of edges emanating from such VNs as in the degree distribution [32] .) and impose a constraint on such VNs [5] to ensure this property. Accordingly, we set the maximum number of degree-2 VNs to 2 (i.e. the first and the last VNs) and assume that no loop exists in the sub-graph which includes all the degree-2 VNs as well as the associated CNs and edges. Further, we assume b i,j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} so as to maintain the low-complexity property of protograph codes. On the basis of the aforementioned assumptions, the objective of our optimisation problem is converted to resolving the following function under the turbo decoder
which is subject to
After a simple search, the base matrix of the rate-1/2 RCIP code, which exhibits both the largest decoding tunnel and the linear-minimum-distance property, becomes
Here, the inner detector of the turbo decoder is implemented by the symbol-based BCJR algorithm [1]. Nevertheless, this result can also be applied to the cases of other inner detectors (e.g. the GA-IRCSDFA-BCJR detector [15] ) without any modification since the EXIT band of the inner decoder is independent of the type of code.
To extend the base matrix to higher code-rate, the existing rate-1/2 protograph code is concatenated with a virtual sub-code that possesses the linear-minimum-distance property. More specifically, inspired by the structure of high-rate AR3A codes, we realise the virtual sub-code by connecting 3n new degree-3 VNs to the existing CNs that belong to the rate-1/2 RCIP code, whose base matrix is expressed as (17) in which the first, second, and third columns are repeated in the 3n columns. Then, combining (16) 
The structure of the overall RCIP code is shown in Fig. 4 , where c j [ C ′ = C SC are the shared CNs connecting to both the rate-1/2 RCIP code and the virtual sub-code. According to (18) and Fig. 4 , the code rate of the overall RCIP code is R = (3n + 3)/(3n + 6) = (n + 1)/(n + 2) where n = 0, 1, …, and the fraction of degree-2 VNs is readily computed as l RCIP,2 = (2 × 2)/(2 × 2 + 3 × 3 + 4 + 3n × 3) Fig. 3 EXIT bands of the 1D-ISI protograph code and regular CW-3 LDPC code with a code rate R = 7/8 (scenario 1) in a 2D-ISI channel. The expected EXIT curves are denoted by the solid lines while the upper-bound curves and lower-bound curves are denoted by the dotted lines. A symbol-based BCJR detector is assumed = 4/(17 + 9n). Note also that the family of RCIP codes can benefit from the linear-minimum-distance property.
Comparison of convergence performance
As a validation of our proposed design, we now examine the convergence performance of the RCIP codes in scenarios 1 and 2 by means of IL and FL-EXIT algorithms. To make an insightful analysis, we consider both the symbol-based BCJR algorithm and GA-IRCSDFA-BCJR algorithm as the realisations of inner detector, and test the optimised irregular LDPC codes [18, 19] (denoted as irregular LDPC code A and irregular LDPC code B) corresponding to these two detecting algorithms, respectively, in scenario 2 (The code rate of optimised irregular codes in [18, 19] is R = 8/9 so that we are unable to compare the convergence performance between these codes and the proposed RCIP code in scenario 1.). The VN-degree distributions of the rate-8/9 irregular LDPC code A [18] and irregular LDPC code B [19] are given by
while CN-degree distribution of the two irregular LDPC codes is ρ A/B (x) = x 26 .
(i) AWGN Channel: To begin with, the decoding thresholds of the LDPC codes with code rates R = 7/8 (scenario 1) and R = 8/9 (scenario 2) over an AWGN channel are calculated and listed in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. As illustrated, the regular CW-3 LDPC code possesses the lowest decoding threshold over both scenarios and hence should exhibit the best convergence performance over AWGN channels.
(ii) 2D-ISI Channel: Fig. 5 depicts the expected EXIT curves (The upper-bound and lower-bound of the EXIT bands in Figs. 5 and 6 are omitted for simplicity.) of the proposed RCIP code, 1D-ISI protograph code, and regular CW-3 LDPC code with a code rate R = 7/8 (scenario 1) in a 2D-ISI channel. Referring to this figure, the proposed RCIP code provides the largest decoding tunnel while the 1D-ISI protograph code produces the smallest one for a fixed detecting algorithm. Consequently, the RCIP code achieves additional gains as compared to the other two codes in terms of convergence and error performance. 
denote the prtographs of the rate-1/2 RCIP code and the virtual sub-code, respectively further presents the expected EXIT curves of the proposed RCIP code, regular CW-3 LDPC code, and optimised irregular LDPC codes with a code rate R = 8/9 (scenario 2) in a 2D-ISI channel. We can observe that the two irregular LDPC codes, which exhibit similar convergence performance, outperform the regular CW-3 LDPC code. However, the two optimised LDPC codes converge slower than the proposed RCIP code because of a slightly smaller decoding tunnel. Accordingly, the proposed RCIP codes can accomplish superb convergence performance with various high code-rates.
To summarise, the proposed RCIP code, which is outperformed by the regular CW-3 LDPC code and the optimised irregular LDPC code B over AWGN channels, converges faster than these two types of LDPC codes over 2D-ISI channels. As proved in [41] , LDPC codes having good performance over AWGN channels can also perform well over other types of memoryless channels. Nonetheless, this conclusion does not hold over channels with memory, such as the magnetic recording channels and non-ergodic block-fading channels [37] . Due to this reason, LDPC codes, including protograph codes, should be re-constructed before applying to transmission environments with memory.
Simulation results
In this section, the simulated bit error rates (BERs) and word error rates (WERs) of the proposed RCIP codes, 1D-ISI protograph code, as well as conventional LDPC codes over 2D-ISI channels are presented. Unless otherwise stated, the CIR matrix is assumed as (3) and the maximum number of turbo iterations is set to T T,max = 10. Similar to Section 4, we also consider two different scenarios (scenarios 1 and 2) and two different inner detectors (symbol-based BCJR detector and GA-IRCSDFA-BCJR detector).
We first simulate the BERs and WERs of the proposed RCIP code, 1D-ISI protograph code, and regular CW-3 LDPC code with a code rate R = 7/8 (scenario 1) in a 2D-ISI channel and show the results in Fig. 7 . As observed from Fig. 7a where the inner detector is implemented by the symbol-based BCJR algorithm, the regular CW-3 LDPC code obtains a gain of 0.2 dB over the 1D-ISI protograph code at a BER of 3 × 10
, while the proposed RCIP code attains an additional gain of 0.1 dB over the regular CW-3 LDPC code. In the same figure, we also observe that the RCIP code, regular CW-3 LDPC code, and 1D-ISI protograph code, respectively, achieve BERs of 3 × 10 −8 , 2 × 10
, and 4 × 10 −6 at E b /N 0 = 4.6 dB. Moreover, at a BER of 10
, the proposed RCIP code is only 0.75 dB away from SIR (as the capacity derivation for 1D/ 2D-ISI channels is still an open problem nowadays, the SIR is used to provide the fundamental lower-limit on the achievable rate to realise reliable communication in such channels instead [9, 10] . In this paper, the SIRs are calculated in a similar way as those in [10, 18] . However, we omit the calculation procedure of SIR here but refer the interested readers to the aforementioned literature as well as the references therein for more details since it is outside the scope of this paper.), which is expected to be reduced as the codeword length increases. In addition, the relative error performance among the codes remains the same for the simplified GA-IRCSDFA-BCJR detector referring to Fig. 7b . Yet, for a fixed LDPC code, the GA-IRCSDFA-BCJR detector that possesses relatively lower implementation complexity suffers from a performance degradation of about 0.3 dB as compared with the symbol-based BCJR detector. Fig. 8 compares the simulated BER and WER results of the proposed RCIP code, regular CW-3 code, and optimised irregular LDPC codes with a code rate R = 8/9 (scenario 2) in a 2D-ISI channel. As shown in Fig. 8a , the irregular LDPC code A outperforms the regular CW-3 LDPC code in the low-SNR region (E b /N 0 < 4.6 dB). However, this irregular LDPC code exhibits the error-floor behaviour in the high-SNR region (E b /N 0 ≥ 4.6 dB) and becomes inferior to the regular CW-3 LDPC code. According to (19) and (20) , both the irregular code A and irregular code B possess a substantially large fraction of degree-2 VNs (i.e. l A,2 = 14.45% and l A,2 = 14.3%), which may result in an error-floor. On the contrary, the proposed RCIP code, which has a small fraction of degree-2 VNs (l RCIP,2 = 5% when R = 8/9, i.e. n = 7) as well as the linear-minimum-distance property, produces excellent error performance for the range of E b /N 0 under study and is the best-performing code. For example, at a BER of 10 −6
, the rate-8/9 RCIP code possesses a gap of 0.75 dB to the corresponding SIR. Similar observations are also made from the results for the GA-IRCSDFA-BCJR detector in Fig. 8b . Note that the relative performance among the codes in WER is reasonably consistent with that in BER for both scenarios.
Furthermore, we have performed the simulations for the proposed RCIP code, 1D-ISI protograph code, regular CW-3 LDPC codes, and optimised irregular LDPC codes in the 2D-ISI channels with other CIR matrices, such as H matrices in [20] , and have obtained similar results. In summary, the LDPC codes, from the best to the worst convergence and error performance in 2D-ISI channels, are ranked in the following order: (i) RCIP code, (ii) optimised irregular LDPC codes, (iii) regular CW-3 LDPC code, and (iv) 1D-ISI protograph code.
Conclusions
In this work, the performance of protograph codes over 2D-ISI channels has been carefully studied. Utilising a modified FL-EXIT chart, the decoding tunnel has been derived to characterise the convergence performance of protograph codes. On the basis of the proposed analytical tools, we have found that the existing protograph codes do not show any superiority in such transmission scenarios. Aiming at dealing with this problem, we have further developed a systematic procedure so as to search for a superior family of protograph codes, namely RCIP codes, which enable large decoding tunnels as well as the linear-minimum-distance property. The convergence analyses and BER simulations have both indicated that the proposed RCIP codes not only outperform the 1D-ISI protograph code, regular CW-3 LDPC code, and optimised irregular LDPC codes with a wide range of code rates lower-bounded by 1/2, but also achieve desirable gaps to the corresponding SIRs. In particular, the RCIP codes possess some very attractive superiorities, such as lower error floor and low complexity, which are very promising for the ultra-high-density magnetic recording applications.
